Treaty in regards to English militarism as well as possible IRA backlash if Dublin had adopted an aggressive stance. Murphy maintains a keen historical eye that questions neutrality as the originator of postwar Irish politics; he also offers a cleverly interwoven argument that addresses Ireland's initial rejection of NATO and subsequent role in the European Union as two policies stemming from an early engagement with military passivity.
Likewise, Brian Barton contributes an excellent article titled, "Northern Ireland: the Impact of War, -." Barton, the premier expert on Ulster's wartime experience, discusses such topics as rationing, the housing shortage, and the chronic lack of preparation that Belfast had for an impending Blitz. Unlike most previous studies of the topic, his focus is cast away from the carnage that Nazi bombers visited upon Belfast, and directed more upon the political agenda of Lord Craigavon, who struggled with economic issues and postwar plans. Barton reminds us that the war united Westminster and Stormont at the expense of further estranging Northern Ireland from the Free State.
Editors Girvin and Roberts should be applauded for the arrangement of these articles. Richard Doherty's "Irish Heroes of the Second World War" and Aidan McElwaine's "The Oral History of the Volunteers" work extremely well in tandem. Doherty offers compelling evidence to show the actual number of Irish soldiers who served during the war and, of these , volunteers, he focuses his attention on three highly decorated men. It is a fascinating read, followed by an equally absorbing effort from McElwaine, who discusses the oral history of Irish veterans in the British forces. This article posits reasons for enlistment as well as a thoughtful examination of how to analyze oral testimonies.
Donal Ó Drisceoil's cleverly titled, "Censorship as Propaganda: the Neutralisation of Irish Opinion during the Second World War," investigates the expurgation of wartime information. Central to Ó Drisceoil's argument is the role of absence as a means of propaganda and, by way of example, he examines the suppression of such seemingly benign matters as movies, meteorological reports, and obituaries. Censorship of the press is well documented and we delight in the rebellious spirit of R.M. Smyllie, editor of the Irish Times, when he refers to battle-wounds as "lead poisoning" or naval mishaps as "boating accidents." Although this is a provocative article, Ó Drisceoil's argument would have benefited from an engagement with the question of how wartime censorship may have influenced the peacetime activities of the Censorship of Publications Board, which, throughout the s and s, banned some of the finest novels in the Western canon. The Irish variant of censorship may have its genesis in the Second War; it would be interesting to see how it, as propaganda, developed beyond .
In other articles, Brian Girvin discusses election politics in light of neutrality, Cormac Kavanagh examines Irish and British governmental policy towards the Irish volunteers, and Tracey Connolly inspects how Irish workers were treated in wartime Britain. Of other interest is Eunan O'Halpin's detailed account of covert operations within MI as well as Geoffrey Roberts's thorough examination of the historical narratives surrounding neutrality. Although the importance of neutrality is often downplayed, Ireland and the Second World War reminds us that, in appearing to do nothing during the war, Ireland in fact laid the groundwork for everything that it would achieve in the latter half of the twentieth century.
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